The usefulness of a system specification depends in part on the completeness of the requirements. However, enumerating all necessary requirements is difficult, especially when requirements interact with an unpredictable environment. A specification built with an idealized environmental view is incomplete if it does not include requirements to handle non-idealized behavior. Often incomplete requirements are not detected until implementation, testing, or worse, after deployment. Even when performed during requirements analysis, detecting incomplete requirements is typically an error prone, tedious, and manual task. This paper introduces Ares, a design-time approach for detecting incomplete requirements decomposition using symbolic analysis of hierarchical requirements models. We illustrate our approach by applying Ares to a requirements model of an industrybased automotive adaptive cruise control system. Ares is able to automatically detect specific instances of incomplete requirements decompositions at design-time, many of which are subtle and would be difficult to detect, either manually or with testing.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the best efforts and intentions of system developers, developing complete requirements is often a challenge. Exhaustively enumerating all cases sufficient to satisfy expected functionality can be prohibitively difficult, especially when unexpected scenarios arise. Verification of decomposed requirements commonly requires domain expertise to Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ensure completeness. However, verification is often performed manually, at some expense, and without guarantee. This paper presents Ares, 1 a symbolic analysis approach to automatically identifying counterexamples to completeness in hierarchical requirements models.
The process used to create requirements that are decomposed completely is not straightforward, and detecting incomplete requirements is still an active research question [2, 6, 13, 19, 29] . For example, a requirement for a vehicle may be to stop. In an idealized system, applying brake force (e.g., from hydraulic brakes) would be sufficient. However, in a realistic system, applying the maximum amount of brake force may not be sufficient in the presence of the maximum amount of throttle. In inclement weather, brake force may not be sufficient without anti-lock brakes. Enumerating all decomposed requirements necessary to satisfy a requirement (e.g., to stop) can be challenging especially when considering different combinations of environmental conditions. While formal methods exist to decompose goals and requirements with guaranteed completeness [9] , they are not widely used in practice, and system designers are limited to only specific formal decomposition rules. Methods also exist for identifying counterexamples to completeness [2] , but are limited to completeness with respect to specific domain properties (i.e., the set of system and environmental variables and states) rather than with respect to decomposition and require manual review for relevance and applicability. Currently, no methods exist that automate the detection of incomplete requirements decomposition without imposing restrictions on how requirements are decomposed or described.
This paper describes Ares, a symbolic analysis approach to automatically identify environmental configurations where completeness properties are violated in a hierarchical requirements model. Hierarchical requirements satisfaction can be assessed in two ways: its individual satisfaction, or the satisfaction of a requirement's aggregate decomposed requirements (i.e., children or sub-requirements). Given complete decomposition, a requirement should be satisfied whenever its aggregate decomposed requirements are satisfied. For example, given a requirement to stop and a decomposed requirement to brake, the requirement to stop should be satisfied if the aggregated decomposed requirements are satisfied (i.e., to brake). However, if the throttle can overwhelm the brakes, then the requirement to stop may not actually be satisfied. An additional aggregate decomposed requirement is needed when a requirement is not satisfied even though its aggregate decomposed requirements are satisfied. Since the requirement to stop is unsatisfied due to the force created by the throttle, one possible solution would be AND decomposed into two requirements: a requirement to brake and a requirement to use no throttle (e.g., remove foot from gas pedal), both of which are necessary for the satisfaction of the requirement to stop. Ares identifies incomplete decompositions in the form of counterexamples that are summarized for the system designer to revise the requirements accordingly.
Ares analyzes individual requirements within a hierarchical requirements model using expressions from utility functions [20] that represent requirements satisfaction. Utility functions translate system-monitored data to scalar values that scale proportionally to the degree a requirement is satisfied. Utility functions are typically used to monitor requirements at run-time [20] . Rather than using the utility functions for run-time monitoring, Ares uses the expressions themselves for symbolic analysis. For each requirement's decomposition, Ares identifies, via symbolic analysis of the range of possible requirement variables values, if there are any environmental conditions that cause a requirement to be unsatisfied while its aggregate decomposed requirements are satisfied. Counterexamples are identified for an industry-based requirements model for an automotive application, and incomplete requirements decompositions are summarized and presented to the system designer.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce a design-time, symbolic analysis approach to automatically detect incomplete decomposition in hierarchical requirements models.
• We present a prototype implementation of the Ares symbolic analysis approach.
• We demonstrate the applicability of Ares on an industrybased automotive example, an adaptive cruise control system. The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 provides an overview of background information. Section 3 details the approach. Section 4 describes the results of a case study, and Section 5 details related work. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusions and avenues of future work.
BACKGROUND
This section provides background on the topics of hierarchical requirements modeling, utility functions, SMT solvers, and an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system provided by our industrial collaborators.
Hierarchical Requirements Modeling
While the concepts of this paper are applicable to any hierarchical requirements modeling framework, including i* [28] , KAOS goal modeling [24] , or simply hierarchical requirements modeling [22] , the case studies in this paper make use of the KAOS goal modeling notation.
2 True of all hierarchical requirements modeling approaches, requirements are specified by decomposed requirements that are necessary to satisfy their parent requirement. Decomposition continues until some termination criteria is met.
KAOS goal modeling realizes Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) via a graph-based decomposition of high-level goals and objectives that make up the system-tobe. High-level objectives are decomposed into subsequently finer-grained goals and ultimately into system requirements and environmental expectations, or prerequisites satisfied by agents of the environment. Decomposition within KAOS goal modeling allows for both AND and OR decompositions [24] . The satisfaction of an AND-decomposed goal only occurs if all of its aggregate decomposed goals are satisfied. In contrast, the satisfaction of an OR-decomposed goal occurs if any of its aggregate decomposed goals are satisfied. Decomposition terminates when a system requirement can be satisfied by an agent or an environmental expectation can be measured by an agent of the environment [24] .
Goals are classified as either functional or non-functional. A functional goal defines a service, or element of functionality, of the system-to-be (e.g., 'stop the car'). Non-functional goals, in contrast, define a constraint on the services that a functional goal provides (e.g., 'stop the car quickly'). Functional goals may be further refined into either invariant or non-invariant goals, denoted 'Maintain' (e.g., Maintain(Current Speed)) and 'Achieve,' (e.g., Achieve(Higher Speed)) respectively. Decomposition is terminated when a requirement or expectation can be fully satisfied by a single agent [15] . Since Ares is intended to be generally applicable to hierarchical goal and requirements modeling, we refer to goals and requirements interchangeably.
Typically, requirements incompleteness is due to unexpected scenarios for which the system designer did not anticipate, but which are unsatisfied for the high-level objectives of the system-to-be [2] . An individual requirement is completely decomposed when the aggregate decomposed requirements imply their parent requirement. Formally, when the decomposed requirements (R1, R2, R3, R..., Rn), as well as the domain properties and assumptions, Dom (e.g., an increase in throttle causes an increase in speed), of the parent requirement (R) are satisfied, then the parent requirement is satisfied, as indicated in the following expression [24] : {R1, R2, R3, R..., Rn, Dom} R.
(
If a requirement cannot be discharged or handled by a single agent, then it must be decomposed into additional aggregate requirements that indicate how more specific requirements can be used to satisfy the parent requirement. A requirement may even be decomposed into a single decomposed requirement if the parent requirement cannot be satisfied by a single agent of the system. A set of aggregate decomposed requirements is one of potentially numerous possible decompositions, and thereby constrains the solution for a given (parent) requirement to the behavior specified by the aggregate decomposed requirements. Necessarily, the parent requirement may be satisfied for any complete decomposition, but not all decompositions are necessarily equivalent with respect to the behavior of any other complete decomposition.
In this paper, goal and requirement model labels are in bold courier font, while variable names, goal and requirement text, and emphasis are indicated by italics.
Utility Functions
Utility functions [25] have been used as run-time monitors [12, 14] to assess the satisfaction of requirements. Satisfaction, while typically specified as a Boolean expression, may also be represented as a degree of satisfaction called satisficement [26] . Previously, Athena [20] was developed to automatically generate utility functions from specific properties of the environment (ENV, MON, REL), where:
• ENV represents environmental properties related to the satisfaction of the goal that may or may not be directly observable (e.g., the expected speed of a vehicle at a future time), • MON represents monitors (e.g., agents and sensors) in the system that are able to monitor specific values (e.g., a GPS speed sensor that measures the speed of a vehicle at the current time), and • REL represents relationships between the monitors and environmental properties that relate to the satisfaction or satisficement of goals (e.g., relating expected future vehicle speed and current vehicle speed to measure the satisficement of a requirement to increase speed). Athena uses the REL properties to compute the degree of satisficement that the utility function returns as either state-, metric-, or fuzzy-logic based satisficement results. Utility functions encode domain properties and assumptions (Dom) that are present in the ENV, MON, and REL that describe the system. The domain properties are manually specified by the requirements engineer [7] . While the addition of utility functions adds additional properties for each requirement that must be documented, in cases where utility functions are already used to assess run-time satisfaction Ares can be used with no additional documentation required.
Satisfiability Modulo Theories Solvers
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers solve constraints defined in either SMT-LIB [21] or SMT-LIB version 2 [3] standards [8] . SMT solvers are a collection of decidable theories, represented as decision procedures, and a SAT solver, all of which are applied via strategies to solve a diverse range of constraint problems [11] . Ares uses the Microsoft Z3 SMT Solver [10] .
Adaptive Cruise Control Systems
The Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system is a cruise control system with radar that adjusts the vehicle's speed autonomously to ensure a safe distance with a target vehicle, while maintaining a desired speed. Figure 1 is a KAOS goal model for the ACC system. Keywords Maintain and Achieve are shortened to M and A, respectively. Table 1 identifies the agents referenced in Figure 1 . The ACC model defined here was developed by the authors in conjunction with automotive industrial practitioners and is intended to be representative of a realistic example of industrial requirements engineering artifacts. In Figure 1 , the goals that begin with prefix 'A.' (top left) contain the overall hierarchy of ACC modes and also includes manual throttle and manual brake response requirements. Goals A.6 through A.14 refer to the state of the value of their respective agents. For example, A.6 indicates that its agent, Cruise Switch Sensor , is Off . All of A.6 through A.14 are expectations (i.e., conditions to be handled by the environment or outside the control of the system), except for A.8 which is a system goal to turn Off the Cruise Active Switch. MON, and REL properties are generated manually by the requirements engineer. Table 2 defines the range and unit for each of the variables defined in Table 3 . 
APPROACH
Ares is a method for symbolically analyzing hierarchical requirements models for completeness. Issues with completeness are detectable when the measured satisficement of a requirement is not logically implied by its decomposed requirements. For each decomposed goal, symbolic analysis is used to evaluate the entire applicable range of all environmental configurations and system variables referenced in the parent goal and its decomposed aggregate requirements. Unlike variable testing with a finite number of concrete instantiations where instances of completeness counterexamples may be missed, all possibilities can be simultaneously analyzed symbolically. As shown in Expression (1), a requirement is satisfied if its aggregate decomposed requirements are complete and satisfied over the domain properties and assumptions (Dom). For AND-decomposition, the following equation must be true for complete decompositions:
For OR-decomposition, the following equation must be true for complete decompositions:
In the case of AND-and OR-decompositions, the set of requirements (R1, R2, R3, R..., Rn) composed by the decomposition operator (OR or AND) implies the parent require- 1 Cruise Switch Sensor , Cruise Active Sensor true A. 2 Cruise Switch Sensor , Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == Off ∧ Cruise Active Sensor == On A. 3 Cruise Switch Sensor , Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == Off ∧ Cruise Active Sensor == Off A. 4 Cruise Switch Sensor , Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == On ∧ Cruise Active Sensor == Off A. 5 Cruise Switch Sensor , Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == On ∧ Cruise Active Sensor == On A. 6 Cruise Switch Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == Off A. 7 Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Active Sensor == On A. 8 Cruise Active Switch Cruise Active Switch == Off A. 9 Cruise Switch Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == Off A. 10 Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Active Sensor == Off A. 11 Cruise Switch Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == On A. 12 Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Active Sensor == Off A. 13 Cruise Switch Sensor Cruise Switch Sensor == On A. 14 Cruise Active Sensor Cruise Active Sensor == On
A.15
Throttle Pedal Sensor , Throttle Actuator , Brake Pedal Sensor , Brake Actuator
Throttle Pedal Sensor == Throttle Actuator ∧ Brake Pedal Sensor == Brake Actuator A. 16 Throttle Pedal Sensor , Throttle Actuator Throttle Pedal Sensor == Throttle Actuator A. 17 Brake Pedal Sensor , Brake Actuator Brake Pedal Sensor == Brake Actuator A. 18 true A. 19 Throttle Pedal Sensor , Throttle Actuator Throttle Pedal Sensor == Throttle Actuator A. 20 true A. 21 Brake Pedal Sensor , Brake Actuator Brake Pedal Sensor == Brake Actuator B.1
Speed t , Speed t+1 , Distance Safe Distance
Throttle Actuator , Throttle Pedal Sensor Throttle Actuator < Throttle Pedal Sensor B. Brake Pedal Sensor Brake Pedal Sensor < M AX C. 1 Speed t , Speed t+1 Speed t < Speed t+1 C. 2 Speed t , Distance Desired Speed , Safe Distance Speed t < Desired Speed ∧ Distance > Safe Distance C. 3 Throttle Actuator , Throttle Pedal Sensor Throttle Actuator > Throttle Pedal Sensor C. 4 Speed t Desired Speed Speed t < Desired Speed C. 5 Throttle Actuator , Throttle Pedal Sensor Throttle Actuator > Throttle Pedal Sensor C. 6 Wheel Speed Sensor , Desired Speed Wheel Speed Sensor < Desired Speed C. 7 GPS Speed Sensor , Desired Speed GPS Speed Sensor < Desired Speed C. 8 Throttle Pedal Sensor Throttle Pedal Sensor < MAX C. 9 Distance Safe Distance Distance > Safe Distance C. 10 Distance Sensor 1 , Safe Distance Distance Sensor 1 > Safe Distance C. 11 Distance Sensor 2 , Safe Distance Distance Sensor 2 > Safe Distance C. 12 Brake Actuator Brake Actuator == MIN C. 13 ment (R), assuming the domain properties and assumptions (Dom) hold. When using utility functions to assess satisficement, Boolean logic is not sufficient due to the real valued results. Therefore, the minimum satisficement of the decomposed goals is used for AND-decomposition and maximum satisficement of the decomposed goals is used for ORdecomposition [20] . The measure of decompositional completeness for assessing satisficement for Expression (2) (i.e., AND decomposition) is captured in Expression (4):
where the Satisficement function is the corresponding utility function for the respective requirement parameter. For example, Satisficement(B.2) is the REL expression from row B.2 in Table 3 . Similarly, the measure of decompositional completeness for assessing satisficement for Expression (3) (i.e., OR decomposition) is captured in Expression (5):
In both Expressions (4) and (5), the utility functions (i.e., Satisficement) encode the applicable domain properties and assumptions (Dom) via the ENV, MON, and REL properties as specified in Table 3 . Specifically, the REL properties are used to describe the degree of satisficement that the utility function returns as either state-or metric-logic based satisficement results.
The remainder of this section describes the Ares process for detecting incomplete requirements decompositions by finding counterexamples to Expressions (4) and (5). Figure 2 overviews the Ares process in a Data Flow Diagram (DFD). The circles represent processing elements. The parallel horizontal bars represent persistent data. The labeled arrows represent data flows. The boxes represent external entities. Ares makes use of Athena [20] to generate utility functions from a goal model (e.g., Figure 1) and ENV, MON, and REL properties (e.g., Table 3 ).
Ares Process
Step 1 of Figure 2 accepts a goal model and the Athena-derived utility functions to produce a set of satisficement relationships for all the hierarchically decomposed requirements.
Step 2 applies the symbolic analysis to the satisficement expressions to identify decomposition counterexamples.
DFD Step 1: Generate Detection Logic
Ares uses the expressions generated by Athena, as well as the decomposition operators (either AND or OR) to build an expression that measures the numerical difference in the satisficement of a requirement and its decomposed requirements. Any requirement that does not measure satisficement, but only discrete satisfaction (i.e., satisfied or notsatisfied) is mapped to a satisficement of 1.0 for 'satisfied' The aggregate decomposed requirements use the respective decomposition operator to define their collective satisficement. For example, the satisficement of any requirement can be measured via its utility function, therefore the satisficement of B.4 is measured by Expression (6) based on the REL property specified by the requirements engineer in Table 3 and taken from the generated utility function.
Satisficement(B.4) =Throttle Actuator < (6)
Throttle Pedal Sensor
The satisficement of a set of aggregate decomposed goals is dependent on the decomposition operator, where ORdecomposed requirements are satisficed, as a group, at the maximum any individual requirement is satisficed (i.e., the antecedent of the implication in Expression (5)). For example, the requirements OR-decomposed from B.8 are:
Satisficement Decomp (B.8) = max (Satisficement(B.9), (7) Satisficement(B.10)).
In contrast, requirements decomposed via an AND operator are satisficed as a group at the minimum that any individual requirement is satisficed (i.e., the antecedent of the implication in Expression (4)). For example, the satisficement of requirements AND-decomposed from B.4 are:
Satisficement(B.7)).
In order to detect completeness decomposition errors, a counterexample must be found where the satisficement of the aggregate decomposed requirements do not imply the satisficement of the parent requirement. For example, analysis of Expression (9) is used to determine if goal B.4 has a completeness counterexample.
¬(Satisficement Decomp (B.4) =⇒ Satisficement(B.4)). (9)
Since satisficement of the goals is measured in terms of a real value in the range of 0.0 to 1.0, maximizing the difference between the decomposed requirements satisficement and the parent requirement satisficement identifies the most significant completeness counterexample (in case there is more then one completeness counterexample for a given decomposed goal). For example, maximizing Expression (10) identifies the most significant completeness counterexample for the decomposition of B.4:
Identifying the maximum of Expression (10) yields counterexamples to Expressions (4) and (5), where the parent requirement, B.4 is satisfied while the decomposed requirements are not.
For all decomposed goals, the corresponding difference expressions (e.g., Expression (10) for B.4) are encoded in SMT version 2 [3] along with additional optimization commands (e.g., maximize) [4, 5] that maximize a designated expression (e.g., Expression (10) for B.4) . The encoded expressions along with the decomposition operator are output to
Step 2 in Figure 2. 
DFD Step 2: Process Logical Expressions & Summarize
The expressions generated from Step 1 are processed, along with the decomposition operator from the goal model, to generate the following values for each decomposition:
• Measures of satisficement for individual requirements using utility functions (e.g., Expression (6)), • Measures of satisficement for requirements based on their decomposed requirement's utility functions (e.g., Expressions (7) and (8)), and • Measures of the maximum numerical difference between the satisficement of a requirement and its aggregate decomposed requirements (e.g., Expression (10)). Each counterexample provides the previously generated values for the decomposition along with the concrete values for environmental and system variables specific to the counterexample.
Each expression that is analyzed represents a single requirement and its aggregate decomposed requirements. To analyze the entire goal model, each decomposed requirement must be analyzed for completeness.
Counterexamples representing the maximum satisficement differences are summarized and can be used by the system designer to update the requirements model and/or ENV, MON, and REL properties. Possibly unreachable, but also unguarded, scenarios that indicate incomplete decomposition will be detected. Specific requirement guards (e.g., expectations) should be used to address the incomplete decomposition counterexample, due to possible changes in reachability throughout the life of the system. For example, the limitations of a vehicle engine may bound the acceleration such that an incomplete decomposition related to high acceleration is unreachable (i.e., impossible). However, if the car is modified, then the incomplete decomposition may become reachable.
Incomplete requirements may be due to a variety of causes, including missing or superfluous requirements for either all environmental configurations or a subset of possible environmental configurations. Alternatively, the parent or decomposed requirements may simply be incorrect. Revising the goal model for each of these causes may require additional levels of decomposition to allow for alternate requirement choices for subsets of cases, the addition or removal of requirements, or correcting individual requirements.
Scalability and Limitations
Detection of incomplete requirements decomposition relies on the assumption that individual requirements are correctly measured for satisficement by the respective utility functions. Without such an assumption, no decompositions, including complete decompositions, could be reasoned about due to possible measurement errors. The generation of utility functions requires ENV, MON, and REL properties for each requirement increasing the information required by Ares. Increases in data or information required is an issue shared by techniques that focus on the relationship of requirements models and the environment [1, 17] . However, in cases where utility functions already exist (e.g., for run-time monitoring) there is no additional information overhead.
Ares processes each decomposition individually, therefore the computational cost of analyzing a goal model grows linearly with respect to the number of decompositions in the context of the worst-case single decomposition. Given that individual decompositions are typically small, Ares can provide scalable analysis, even for large requirements specifications. The execution time of the case study detailed in Section 4 is less than 3 seconds for each decomposition analysis on a 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with 4 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM.
CASE STUDY
This section describes the case study results of applying Ares to the ACC system in Figure 1 , referred to as goal model M .
Incomplete AND Decomposition: Goal D.1
The ACC system defined in Figure 1 identifies numerous decomposed requirements. We start by describing the Ares processes for a single decomposed requirement, D.1. The decomposition of D.1 is shown in its entirety in Figure 3 . The goal D.1 in goal model M is intended to specify requirements for the ACC system to maintain the current speed by controlling the accelerator. The decomposition requires all three of its decomposed requirements to be satisfied (i.e., D.2, D.3, and D.5). First, in goal D.2, the environmental expectations must be met. The current speed (Speed t ) must match the desired speed (Desired Speed ) set in the ACC and there must be sufficient distance to maintain the current speed safely (Distance > Safe Distance). Second, in goal D.3, the current throttle position (Throttle Pedal Sensor ) is maintained in the expressed throttle position (Throttle Actuator ). Third, in goal D.5, the current throttle position is read from the responsible agent.
1-M) Generate Detection Logic for Model M
We start by maximizing a version of Expression (10), instantiated for D.1:
Expanding Satisficement Decomp via Expression (8) for D.1 yields the following expression: Employing the utility functions defined in Table 3 , where true is mapped to 1.0 and false is mapped to 0.0, Expression (13) is generated where the parent requirement is subtracted from the minimum (i.e., equivalent to an AND operation) of the decomposed requirements.
Distance > Safe Distance, true,
2-M) Process Logical Expressions & Summarize
The completeness counterexample expression (Expression (13)) is maximized, while ensuring the domain properties and assumptions (i.e., Speed t , Speed t+1 , and Distance) in Table 3 are maintained, resulting in a maximized value of 1.0 (i.e., true). This indicates the existence of a completeness counterexample. The counterexample provides the specific environmental configuration of variables, in both the normalized (from 0.0 to 1.0) values symbolically analyzed and their real world values (see Table 4 ). The counterexample indicates that while goal D.1 is unsatisfied, and therefore the current speed (Speed t ) is not maintained, all of the decomposed goals are satisfied. Therefore, it is not sufficient to maintain speed via the throttle. The utility function for goal D.1, Speed t == Speed t+1 , indicates that the current and next speed values will not be the same. The domain properties and assumptions of the environment for both Speed t and Speed t+1 , as documented in Table 3 , depend on the throttle and brake. This finding is reasonable, as we would expect the speed of a vehicle to be impacted by the application of the brake. Clearly, the decomposition of goal D.1 must include braking control. 
D.New1
A(Brake Actuator = Brake Pedal Sensor) 
1-M ) Generate Detection Logic for Model M
The associated utility functions for these new requirements model M are:
Brake Actuator == Brake Pedal Sensor
where Satisficement(D.New1) includes two MON properties: Brake Actuator and Brake Pedal Sensor . Goal D.New2 includes no properties. Inserting these additional utility functions (Expressions (14) and (15)) to those defined in Table 3 , results in the following completeness counterexample detection expression:
Distance > Safe Distance,
true,
Throttle Actuator == Throttle Pedal Sensor , Brake Actuator == Brake Pedal Sensor , true) − Speed t == Speed t+1 .
2-M ) Process Logical Expressions & Summarize
Maximizing Expression (16) for goal D.1 in goal model M , while ensuring the domain properties and assumptions (i.e., Speed t , Speed t+1 , and Distance) in Table 3 are maintained, results in a maximized value of 0.0 (i.e., false). This result indicates that no completeness counterexample exists in the updated M goal model for decomposition from D.1.
Incomplete OR Decomposition: Goal B.3
In this section we describe the Ares process for a single decomposed requirement, B.3, in goal model M . The decomposition of goal B.3 is shown in Figure 5 . The goal B.3 is intended to specify requirements allowing the ACC system to reduce the current speed by controlling both the accelerator and brake. The decomposition requires either of its decomposed requirements to be satisfied. First, in goal B.4, the throttle (Throttle Actuator ) must be reduced. Second, in goal B.15, the brake (Brake Actuator ) must be increased. Either one of these, or both, is intended to be sufficient to lower the speed of the vehicle unless the speed (Speed t ) is already zero. 
1-M ) Generate Detection Logic for Model M
In order to detect a completeness counterexample, we maximize an expression similar to Expression (10), but instantiated for B.3:
Expanding Expression (17) via Expression (8) and the decomposition specific for goal B.3 results in:
Satisficement(B.15)) − Satisficement(B.3).
Using the corresponding utility functions defined in Table  3 defines the following incompleteness detection expression:
2-M ) Process Logical Expressions & Summarize
Maximizing the completeness counterexample Expression (19) , while ensuring the domain properties and assumptions (e.g., Speed t , and Speed t+1 ) in Table 3 are maintained, results in a maximized value of 1.0. This result indicates the existence of a completeness counterexample. The counterexample provides the specific environmental configuration of variables defined in In order for the decomposition of goal B.3 to be complete, there must be a requirement that ensures the satisfaction of one decomposed goal is not negatively impacted by another decomposed goal. Many specifications would be sufficient and could be represented via additional requirements, including adjusting the throttle and brake proportionally to one another. However, one of the most straightforward possible solutions is to change the decomposition operator from OR to AND. If both decomposed goals are required to contribute to slowing the car, then neither goal can negatively impact the other. Figure 6 shows the portion of the updated goal model, M , where the decomposition of goal B.3 has been revised from an OR-decomposition to an ANDdecomposition. 
1-M ) Generate Detection Logic for Model M
While the utility functions do not change, the decomposition operator does. Expression (18) is updated to use the minimum of the decomposed requirements (i.e., AND) instead of the maximum (i.e., OR) in the following equation:
Satisficement(B.15)) − Satisficement(B.3).
Using the corresponding utility functions defined in Table   3 defines the following incompleteness detection expression:
2-M ) Process Logical Expressions & Summarize
Maximizing the updated completeness counterexample expression (i.e., Expression (21) , where the maximum of the satisficement of the aggregate decomposed requirements is used, rather than the minimum) for goal B.3 in goal model M , while ensuring the domain properties and assumptions (e.g., Speed t , and Speed t+1 ) in Table 3 are maintained, results in a maximized value of 0.0 (i.e., false). This indicates that no completeness counterexample exists in the updated M goal model for B.3.
Summary
The application of Ares to each of the decompositions in goal model M identifies two incomplete decompositions: an AND decomposition from goal D.1, and an OR decomposition from B.3. Both of these incompleteness causes are requirements specification errors that would be difficult to detect with either manual analysis or testing techniques due to the unexpected simultaneous use of brake and throttle. Neither incomplete decomposition was artificially inserted, instead they were unexpected artifacts that remained even after review by automotive industrial collaborators. The first incomplete decomposition, goal D.1, required additional requirements (D.New1, and D.New2). The revised goal model, M , still contained an incomplete decomposition for goal B.3. This final incompleteness problem was addressed by changing the decomposition operator of B.3 from OR to AND to obtain the final goal model M , which contained no further incomplete requirements decompositions.
Threats to Validity
Ares depends on the accuracy of the utility functions provided by Athena [20] . However, these utility functions are not guaranteed to be correct. The accuracy of the completeness counterexample detection is bounded by the accuracy of the utility functions and the related domain properties and assumptions.
RELATED WORK
While a number of projects have dealt with partial specifications and uncertainty about the requirements (e.g., [23, 27] ), this work focuses on automatically detecting incomplete requirements in the context of requirements decomposition (i.e., requirements refinement). Several different strategies have been developed to address requirements incompleteness with respect to decomposition. We overview these techniques and compare them to the approach used by Ares.
A search-based technique for the generation of obstacles [2] has been used to create counterexamples to completeness, where the incompleteness is detected with respect to the domain properties. However, this process requires manual review of the obstacles generated to ensure their relevance and applicability. Ares automatically generates counterexamples that are guaranteed to indicate incomplete requirement decomposition based on the artifacts provided, and does so within the context of the decomposed requirement rather than the entire domain.
Methods with formal guarantees exist, including analysis of behavioral state-based systems [16] and the application of theorem provers to formally described requirements [24] . However, methods that employ formal proofs are heavyweight solutions that require expertise with theorem proving to describe requirements [24] or low-level functional details [16] . Ares supports the use of hierarchical requirements modeling, supplemented by specifications of environmental conditions, described in terms of simple scalar and Boolean expressions involving application variables.
Formal decomposition of requirements that guarantees completeness with respect to decomposition [9] is limited to defined decomposition strategies and requires a high degree of formality. It is possible to add completeness criteria to formal specification languages, though not all criteria can be enforced via language semantics [18] , thus potentially allowing incomplete requirements. Ares is not limited to specific decompositions or language semantics but supports unrestricted decomposition patterns and requirement descriptions.
Process rigor [29] and analysis of natural language requirements [13, 19] have both been used to lower the likelihood of incomplete requirements, but are unable to provide guaranteed detection or avoidance of incomplete requirements.
Ares is unique as it applies symbolic analysis to automaticallygenerated utility functions to detect incomplete decompositions. By using symbolic analysis of application and domain specific properties provided by domain experts at designtime, Ares supports full analysis of the hierarchical requirements models.
